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Introduction
●
●

Definition of processing in the context of CompF4: “Processing is the step
that transforms raw data, simulation configurations or theoretical
models into objects useful for analysis and discovery”
Processing can take place in a variety of environments under different
constraints:
○
○
○
○

●
●

Dedicated online systems for experiments
Globally distributed processing sites, such as Grid
Tightly coupled High Performance Computing (HPC) resources (Perlmutter, Frontier, etc.)
Cloud resources (AWS, Google Cloud, etc.)

The core of processing is the hardware compute units, which are getting more
and more diverse – CPUs, GPUs (AMD, Intel, NVIDIA), FPGAs, etc.
We address the processing challenges and R&D needs arising from the
diversification of both the computing environments and hardware
architectures.
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Challenges Identified
●

Heterogeneous Hardware
○
○

●

Resource Interfaces
○
○

●

Both HPC and Clouds are fixed resources, either due to allocation or budget, and this
places challenges on how to predict usage and enforce experiment priorities.

Data Management and Delivery (see also Storage and Networking)
○
○

●

The protocols and interfaces to connect to grid sites have functioned and scaled, but the
integration of new resources like HPC and clouds sites is a new technical challenge.
The HPC facilities have stricter cyber-security requirements and Authentication and
Authorization Infrastructure (AAI) needs.

Provisioning and Policy
○

●

HEP software for processing already requires significant maintenance efforts.
The diversity of heterogeneous hardware poses further software development and
maintenance challenges.

Traditionally, data is moved to dedicated storage and accessed locally with only a
minority share, if any, of the data streamed.
The addition of non-dedicate processing resources like HPC and clouds places
challenges on the data management system to be more dynamic.

Impact of ML-based processing (see also AI Hardware)
○
○
○

The adoption of Machine Learning based workflows in processing intensive applications
introduced challenges in the balance of resources and the types of computing needed.
ML training - suitable for HPC sites
ML inference - may benefit from dedicated hardware such as FPGAs

Research Directions
Use of heterogeneous architectures
● What is the future of architectures like GPUs, FPGAs, XPU, DPUs, TPUs, etc?
● Can we have a single code base with unified programming models and portability libraries?
Evolution of resource sharing and provisioning
● Use of annual HPC allocations and cost per use Cloud allocations requires rethinking how we
budget and provision resources
● Can we have Workflow driven computing rather than constant programmatic computing?
Evolution of data access
● Separation of storage and processing drives needs in networking, caching, data placement
○ DataLakes
Evolution of interfaces
● Description of diverse hardware, costs and accounting, cyber security and increases in scale
require rethinking of resource interfaces
Modifying programming models
● Will be able to afford large scale storage of raw data for eventual reprocessing? Do we need to
reconstruct in the online and write analysis objects?

Findings 1/2
The environment is changing
●
●
●
●
●

Investments from industry in more specialized processing architectures
HPC sites and clouds are growing
Expectations for how long a result or query should take are shrinking
Growth in non-traditional processing techniques like ML, computer vision, etc.
To make an impact in computing the breadth of expertise needed is
increasing

Findings 2/2
The processing models deployed today have evolved adiabatically
from a set of real and imagined constraints
●
●

There has been very little discussion of what we are
optimizing for and how to direct the evolution moving forward
We should be identifying the guiding system attributes
beforehand
○

●

Overall costs, use of existing resources, Time to results, Carbon Footprint,
familiarity, synergies with other sciences or industry

There is probably not single set of optimizations, but the
process to identify them can be common

Recommendations
●

Evolution of Resource Access: HPC facilities should revisit their resource access policies to
allow more flexible allocations and job executions. This, coupled with new authentication and
authorization models, will allow more HEP projects to benefit from the large computing facilities.
Work internationally with science and HPC communities.

●

Efficient Use of Heterogeneous Architectures: Investment in software development effort is key
to maximize the efficient utilization of diverse processing resources. In particular, research and
development of portable software solutions is critical for a sustainable software ecosystem in light
of the evolving and increasingly diverse hardware architectures.

●

Evolution of Computing Facilities: Research is needed to determine the tradeoff between
dedicated HEP computing facilities and general-access computing facilities such as the HPC
center, Grid and Cloud resources. Work within the current and future collaborations.

●

Data Access and Management: Infrastructure development will be needed to support better data
management frameworks across different types of facilities.
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